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Abstract

In this paper the history of Simulation System Group investigations is presented. Some important achievements in past and present time are marked. The directions of future investigations are discussed in the fourth section of the paper.

1 Introduction

Modelling — physical and later abstract has been and still remains one of the principal methods of knowledge acquisition about the system we need to investigate. Simulation is a kind of modelling, where a model represents an abstract description of probable system states and processes of transition from one state to another. Taking into account modern state of computer science it is easy to translate such description into computer program, so just this kind of modelling often is the only appropriate tool for complex systems investigation. It is also applicable when there does not exist an analytic expression of interdependence between input and output parameters of the system being modelled or an analytic model is so complicated, that does not allow to calculate the system characteristics which are interesting for the user.

2 How it has begun

In 70-ties there was the Programming Automatization Laboratory in the Institute of Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova. It dealt with the most popular and fruitful direction of computer science at that time, namely, compiler construction (CC) [16] [1]. The
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original methodology of CC was developed [11] [12] on the base of the formalism of the Context-Controlled Grammar (CCG) [13]. The last one was created under influence of works of Ukrainian scientists [35]. These connections of Moldavian and Ukrainian scientists continue till today. The CCG serves as an instrument of description the syntax of programming languages. On the base of the CCG the universal algorithm for syntactical analysis was elaborated [14]. It is bottom-up grammar analysis without search and deadlocks. Search and deadlocks are avoided owing to correspondingly constructed contexts: any limited number of symbols from the left and only one symbol from the right. The correctly chosen contexts also allow:

- to distinguish the same syntactical units used in different syntactical structures and then to generate the correspondent object code by different semantical modules;

- to find out incorrect symbol just as it is put into syntactical stack.

As the result of syntactical analysis the linear record of syntax parse tree is produced. Then it is used for semantic analysis and code generation control. So the CC methodology based on CCG is not only syntactical oriented, it is syntactical directed one. This methodology is used by SSG for simulation language compilers design in the frame of general purpose simulation systems till now [6]. At first simulation language compiler was elaborated in the Programming Automatization Laboratory as a part of a multilanguage compilation system. The system involved two languages: Algol-like language Algams [2] and simulation oriented language SOL [20]. These languages were chosen as the two ones which differ one from an other quite enough to appreciate the volume of the source language independent part of the system and the volume of the source language oriented part. Besides these researcher’s goals the system investor (Moscow architecture-planning managing department) used both system languages for its problems solving. The results obtained during design of this system were published in 2 monographs [11] [12] and in a number of scientific papers which were awarded by diploma of Moldavian Exhibition of achievements in the national economy. The group of authors these results
received was the first one in Moldova to be honored by youth Moldova reward.

At the same time the main principles of the discrete simulation language were elaborated [19]. Later they and the language itself were developed [21] [22] and used for simulation language compilers construction.

So the second simulation language compiler was elaborated for computer IBM370 [23]. During its realization the following possibilities were added to SOL language [37]:

- using main statistical characteristics of facilities, stores, tables, processes and labels as initial arithmetic expressions;
- output of current model state at any moment of model time by special statement (the information about each facility, store and transaction is provided);
- output of standard statistical information about model development not only at the end of simulation but at any moment of model time by special statement and control of completeness of this information and of its details;
- output (by special statement) of transaction queue to any facility at any model time moment and of corresponding facility statistical characteristics (the maximal length of queue to the facility during the period of simulation);
- a series of simulation experiments execution with different values of model parameters by special statement (the parameter values are taken from special data file).

This project was supported by the Institute of Applied Geophysics of Government Committee of Hidrometeorology of the USSR. The compiler was used for investigation of information flows in the Informational-computational gelio-geophysical system by elaboration of simulation model of this system and execution of more than 100 experiments with it [7].
Such large number of experiments and processing of their results helped to realize that part of this processing can be performed automatically. So the simplest graphical experiment results representation was implemented in the frame of the same project [3] and more interesting and complicated methods of the experiments results analysis were developed in the later projects.

At the same time the methods of compiler construction for simulation languages were investigated which provide paralleling of simulation experiment. This investigations were partly supported by the Government Committee of Science and Technics of the USSR. Three parallel strategies were investigated. Two of them were based on synchronization of parallel transactions by model time and preserved natural source language parallelism [15]. The third strategy consists in finding out (on the statistical analysis stage) the critical points of possible conflicts while sharing global objects by transactions [24]. This strategy allows to parallelize transactions execution dynamically considering synchronization by model time only when transaction runs through a critical point.

So the simulation researches turned to be interesting and perspective. And soon (1987) The Simulation Systems Group has separated from the Programming Automatization Laboratory.

3 Present investigations

Because of personal computers advancement, at that time the next project was PC/SOL system [25]. The system joins in a single interface the possibilities of model compilation, experiments execution and experiments results analysis.

By the way for the system marketing and testing the simulation models of real systems of different nature were elaborated. They are:

- simple tutorial and demonstration models as:

  - amoeba population model [28],
- transport events models (autotransportation, port work, quarry work) \cite{36}¹
- model of TV plant \cite{26}²
- multiservice system model³
- two computer architecture models (cluster and multibus type) \cite{5}⁴

- real applications:
  - carried out assessment and choice of working regimes of informational-calculational geliogeophysical system \cite{8};
  - investigated the system of data processing of ionosphere radiosounding by satellite \cite{9};
  - simulation of information support of local data bases in a network of satellites of geophysical control system.

Meanwhile it is obvious that simulation as a tool for research of complex system does not now occupy the place it must do. To correct this it is necessary not only to have suitable software, but to train correspondingly the students.

Simulation system SimTeach \cite{6} \cite{4} \cite{30} is designed for discrete simulation of complex systems of different nature and allows to easy study the simulation method. Convenient interface integrates means for models description, editing and analysis, simulation run visualization, results analysis and models base support. So, system SimTeach supports all stages of the work with simulation models. SimTeach source simulation language constructions are provided by context help in built-in editor. Means for the models base support will allow the professor to easy add to the base the necessary models and instructions for the students and successfully use the system for the practices on the simulation method application in any field.

¹problem formulation with some modifications was taken from \cite{33}
²problem formulation with any modifications was taken from \cite{33}
³problem formulation with some modifications was taken from \cite{33}
⁴problem formulation with some modifications was taken from \cite{32}
So during design and evaluation testing SOL/PC and SimTeach there were created the methods of design and integration of general purpose simulation systems. The main aspects of these methods are:

- system architecture;
- representation of experiments results;
- a number of analysis means:
  - graphical representation of statistical characteristics depending on chosen parameter;
  - creation of tables with selective results of series of experiments;
  - creation the Hunt diagrams for tracing facility state during the simulation running;
  - creation of Kiviat diagrams for multicriteria simulated system evaluation;
- the means of simulation experiment running visualization [29]:
  - reflection of states of model objects at the current moment of model time;
  - unwrapping of changes of model objects states according to the model time.

It is obvious that SOL/PC and SimTeach systems are general purpose ones for the work with simulation models of real systems of different nature. These systems imply that the user has some initial knowledge about the simulation technique and the basics of the language used for this purpose. However there exist a lot of potential users who can not allow themselves or simply do not want to spend their time for special simulation and language training. For such persons it is rational to develop problem-oriented simulation systems. These systems include one or a set of models of the system(s) interesting in. The models are "black box(es)" for the user. These models are written according to users requirements by developers who are quite skilled. Problem oriented systems integrate the possibilities of:
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- setting of values of these systems models parameters which usually simulate different load of the system and so on;

- execution of simulation experiments with these systems models with values of parameters set by the user;

- statistical and graphical means of analysis of simulation experiments;

- simulation experiments running visualization.

Unlike general purpose systems problem-oriented ones design dialog with the user in the problem domain terms.

During two last years three problem-oriented systems were created by SSG.

1) Credit bank process simulation. By making a number of simplifications, the credit operation process was defined as parallel carrying out of the following functions: credits granting and their flow (we mean percentage receiving, credit sum return or bankrupts registration). Three types of credits were chosen.

For stable enterprises — they demand great sums for a long time period (in our case up to the end of the financial year) under a small percentage; they go to bankruptcy rarely.

For medium stable enterprises — they demand less sums, higher percentage, considerably shorter time period (in our case three months): they go to bankruptcy frequently.

For ventures — they demand small sums, high percentage, credit time is minimal (in our case one month), but the probability of bankruptcy is very high.

The bank grants credits from the current sum which is at its disposal and according to clients priorities. Naturally, the current sum must be greater than the credit requested, besides we take into consideration “personal characteristics” of the system users. Priorities are probabilities of the fact that the credit will be granted. A user preferring risky strategies will likely grant credits to ventures at first (i.e. give higher probability to them). On the contrary, the user, preferring stability will choose stable enterprises. At “control time” (in our case at the month
at the end of the financial year) the bank stops credits granting and only collects granted sums and percentages. We developed on the base of this model the computer business game “Credit-bank operations”.

2) The simulation system for analysis of compilation process [32] may be used in our opinion both by compiler designers and compiler users. For designers system allows to check experimentally some theoretical assumptions. Questions of compilers reuse and their paralleling may be also cleared up. It might help to estimate the time and effort that the user of compiler spends for program debugging. User can find out on one hand what kind of compiler been proposed he needs for his equipment; on the other hand what equipment must he buy for the given compiler.

We choose two approaches for compiling strategies comparison. The first chart corresponds to the traditional sequential compilation process when its work is divided into several parts: lexical analysis, syntactic control, semantic analysis and code generation. On successful completion of one of the phases the next part starts working. If any errors have been detected the compilation process is stopped. Taking into account, that while one of the compilation process parts is working, information collected can be sufficient for the work of the next part (that decreases the time for the whole compilation process), we designed another chart, according to that the compiler works in such a way that the parts communicate with each other and partly act concurrently. If any of the parts detects errors the compiler stops its work.

The system can be used both for theoretical and practical problems solution. It allows to investigate the behavior of a compiler built in a classical way under changing conditions of utilization (the case can take place before compiler creation), the possibilities of ready-for-use product reuse, its quality checking and to make optimization of resources that are at designers (or investigators) disposal by classical sequential compilation strategy modifying. For work with our compiler simulation system the interface is designed that is similar to widely used Turbo-interfaces. In the system the work of compilers that differ by construction method but use the same resources is simulated. Two simulation models are organized by “black box” principle. The first model
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assumes sequential implementation of different compiling stages, and
the second — their partly concurrent (on necessary information col-
lecting) running. Information in the form of data that can be changed
called parameters) is put at the “black box” input. We suggest three
ways to change a compiling strategy (by parameters changing):

a) to change a set of technical tools (in our case it is a number
of working processors) and as a result to sharer or vise versa to
parallel resources needed for different stages of compiling process;

b) to change a class of programs that the compiler translates i.e. to
change a probable appearance of different language constructions
(such as identifiers, constants, key words and so on) in the user
program and the text length;

c) to change a user “class” i.e. a probability of error appearance at
different debugging stages.

A user inputs parameters in the form that interface provides. After
running the experiments the results can be saved as a file. The informa-
tion in it represents standard statistics. Moreover the system allows
to analyze results by different (generally graphical) methods.

3) Simulation system of planning of different transport types work
joins together three models: the quarry work model, the autotrans-
portation system model, the port work model. These problems are
joint by the following features: influence of random factors on trans-
portation time, existing of sharing resources, statistical evaluation of
queues. But there are some differences between the models. To repres-
ent these differences some simulation paradigms are used. For PORT
model this is the storms influence: storm prevents the tanker arrival
in the port and delays the empty tankers in the port. So this factor
influences essentially the port work. For the AUTOTRANSPORTA-
TION model its unique aspect is the “addwork”. After working day
has been finished the work must be continued, if all ground prepared
by bulldozer was not transported. For QUARRY model unique aspect
is the priority of big lorries in queue to pounder.
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4 How we see the future

So, SSG has the practical experience and provides some theoretical aspects of design of both general purpose simulation systems and problem-oriented ones.

On the base of these experience how we see the future research directions?

First, the general purpose simulation systems require from users some professional knowledge in the domain of computer science. The problem-oriented simulation system is oriented to the professionals in some determinate domain. In conditions when computers enter more and more closely in our life, the number of user of second type would prevail. Because of this it will be usual to create second type systems on the base of advanced first type ones. So we propose the tools for such creation.

Second direction follows from the introduction of artificial intelligence techniques in all branches of computer science. Intellectualization of simulation systems supposes “teaching” them to appreciate simulation experiments results, to choose the “best” variants among these results, to support decisions, to plan further experiments in condition of lack of information. It is necessary to create new formalisms or adopt existing ones for application of artificial intelligence techniques to simulation systems.

5 Conclusions

The investigation, being provided by SSG, concerns one of the most perspective directions of computer science.

The questionings have appeared in several surveys [34] [39] [10] [17] [18] [31] cleared up that the simulation technique takes the second place among computer methods.

The analysis of simulation development history shows that this development has moved from practical problems resolving necessity through particular problem resolving software to the design of special simulation languages, simulation systems on the base of these languages
and further to increase intellectual level of these systems.

During this period mutual influence of researchers and practitioners have being taken place with mutual benefit receiving.

These tendencies common for simulation development are traced in the history of investigations fulfilled by SSG. Undoubtedly, participation in automated informational-calculational geophysical system investigation by simulation advanced the SSG work in designing the tools of execution of series of experiments and analysis of their results.

The achievements in system programming using language integrated environments were the basis for design by SSG of general purpose integrated simulation environments such as SOL/PC and SimTeach.

During last 5 years SSG researchers have being taken successful participation in a number of international scientific conferences: the Ukraine 1993 [27], the USA, China, Hungary, Russia, Austria 1995 [4] and so on). This fact confirms the quite qualitative level of investigations.
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